The novel yeast PAS kinase Rim 15 orchestrates G0-associated antioxidant defense mechanisms.
The highly conserved PKA and TOR proteins define key signaling pathways that control cell proliferation in response to growth factors and/or nutrients. In yeast, inactivation of PKA and/or TOR causes cells to arrest growth early G1 and induces a program that is characteristic of G0 cells. We have recently shown that the protein kinase Rim15 integrates both PKA- and TOR-mediated signals. In this work, we demonstrate that the Rim15-activated genomic expression program following glucose limitation at the diauxic shift is mediated by the three transcription factors Gis1, Msn2, and Msn4. The Rim15 regulon comprises several gene clusters implicated in the adaptation to respiratory growth, including classical oxidative stress genes such as SOD1 and SOD2, suggesting that the reduced life span of rim15delta cells may be due to their deficiency in oxidative damage prevention. Interestingly, we found that the primary amino acid sequence of Rim15 includes in its amino-terminal part a conserved PAS domain, known to act as a sensor for a variety of stimuli, We propose that Rim15 has evolved to integrate nutrient signals (transduced via TOR and PKA) and redox and/or oxidative stress signals to appropriately induce a transcriptional program that ensures survival in G0.